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Summary

A general purpose real-ttrae data acquisition and
control system implemented on a PDP-1Q tine shared eon*
puter and interfaced to device* via PDP-8 peripheral
processors and a serial transmission scheme his been
constructed. The design objectives of Fortran coded
time-shared access to the accelerator have been achieved
under the manufacturer's monitor with the addition only
of shareable device handlers. The time-sharing monitor
has allowed the development and operation of alternative
control systems In parallel with continued use of an
earlier system. Program development hap been facili-
tated by the convenient access provided by the operat-
ing system and the railtiple termlnsls available for
programming and testing.

Objectives

Computer control and monitoring of the Brookhaven
AGS dates frotu 1965. A systea of control terminals
interfaced to dual PDF-8's with disc storage was devel-
oped and served usefully in accelerator operation and
physics studies of the rcachine. With the completion of
the AGS conversion, it became apparent that exploitat-
ion of the machine could be greatly aided by suitable
computerization of instrumentation and control of the
accelerator. At this time it was also recognized that
such computerization requires very significant efforts
in manpower if effective results are to be achieved in
a reasonable period of time. Two ways in which this
burden could be alleviated were proposed 1) Implement-
ation of the control and monitoring programs to a great
degree in Fortran, 2) implementation of the system in a
time-sharing environment.

The first of these points is not seriously disput-
ed at this time. Ho natter how efficient the Individ-
ual, experienced analyst, the range of talent which can
usefully be brought to bear on a problem and the speed
oE impleaentation are botli greatly increased by use of
the high level and universally spoken language. The
second point is only slightly more subtle. The nany
and varied activities around the accelerator are ob-
viously facilitated by Independent access to comput-
ational power but the total integration of the system
and interchange of information are simplified in a
single machine. Both possibilities are provided by a
medium scale general-purpose time-shared computer. This
paper vill discuss the implementation of an accelerator
control system based on such a machine.

Configuration

The time-shared computer selected as the basis for
the operating system is a Digital Equipment Corp. FOF-10.
Among other reasons for the selection of this machine
were principally the amply demonstrated capability of
the tine-shared operating system and the prior existence
of two machines of this class in the Accelerator Depart-
ncnt. A more difficult decision, given the objectives
which included control of the accelerator complex from
a single location, was the selection of direct device

communication from the PDF-ID or interfacing to the
hardware devices via a small computer. It was decided
to Interpose the small computer for the following rea-
sons:

1. The PDP-1O manufacturer's timeMfcared nji.T.n-
inp, system if designed around tine responses of the
order of terminal needs. To impose on this monitor tin?
tt'il-tln* needs of the ACS, while not impossible, would
nullify nuny of the tine sharing advantages. By Inter-
posing a small computer or computers operating synchron-
ously with the AGS it would be possible to allot1 the
PDP-10 to operate asynctironously under its normal sched-
uling algorithm.

2. The totality of the PDP-10 monitor is impress-
ive in both bulk and complexity. By divorcing tin- rt'-al-
tirae code procedures from the FOF-10 it was possible to
develop these independently of the monitor. the alter-
native of "user node" I/O development ox actual incorp-
oration of the necessarily complex service routine into
monitor development versions would be botla l.Jlhurinus
and hazardous to the system. There uould tic nt» time-
sharing for the system developers! Definition «f a
reasonably simple service routine for data conrajniou-
lon with the small computer allowed development of the
snail machine code without "bombing" the FSF-10 monitor.

3. Demanding real-time requirement* in one area
of the AGS would preclude the provision of sucti rc«poijs«-s
to other areas if operation were from a single processor.
Such conflicts are rather unpredictable in some axeas
of accelerator operation and at some periods iu the
AGS cycle. This leads to the desirability of increased
processor power which is conveniently allowed by multiple
small computers assigned to specific hardware craupinci-.

It, An extension of the arguments of 3) is the
dedicated processor assigned to function generation ox
fast switching as a functional part of accelerator Ji.mJI-
ware as distinct from monitoring or supervisory ceatrcl.
The possibility of implementation ol dedicated prori-s«-
ors controlled by the PDP-10 is included by adopting
similar approaches for all input-output.

S. As will be described later, hardware Facilities
for communication within the system are by -means »C
relatively slow, serial pulse trains. Any device re-
quiring high speed computer response would require an
alternative parallel interface. For consistency vith
the above arguments this should not he directly em the
PDP-10 but requires an internwdijte processor tdaicfa
could then be located near to the data source or sink.

6. Some consideration has been given to
redundancy. Spare or redundant small processors era be
provided but this is hardly an advantage for a 'system
which includes then over one without tJhrn! {Jprr.'jti'pnal
systems to continue during a P9P-10 failure are possible
using the small processors but must be at a much reduced
scale. Also, a significant effort is required to pro-
duce this system for what is likely to lbs? a snail re-
ward. Thus alttiougithis offers some advantage in prin-
ciple we believe this t« be slight in practice.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission



Tlit' sum of till' above arguments lias persuaded
us that the "peripheral processor" approach has suffi-
cient merit to justify Its celectlon over a directly
Interfaced design. The peripheral processor selected
Is the PDP-8E. This decision was based to soae extent
on historical precedent but has justification in the
price, modern physical design and local expertise in
coding, cross assemblers, etc.
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The remainder of the selected configurating ctni-
s l s t s of « aerial transmission scheme using a sianh-
co-Jxia l cable connection to distributed loca t ta i* ivr
control of hardware devices . The principle 1« iSi.it
e lectronics be located as c lose to the physical C:MJII «-«>3
point as allowed by the radiation environment but lnu>;
tradit ions of Multiple paral le l cables haw toily 1 « «
overcone t o a Modest degree.

The overal l configuration i s shown in Fig. 1 .
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FIGURE 1 -OVERALL CONFIGURATION AGS COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM

TOP-BE Monitor

In order to Implement a system with the desired
properties in the configuration described above, tt «a»
necessary to Impose severe restrictions upon the pro-
cessing allowed to be performed within the TOP-8. To
preserve the programmer's flexibility it was necessary
that all logical decisions as well as all arithmetic
calculation be made in the P D M O . 7Jtu» the HMVS's
function only as sophisticated input/output devices
rather than processors. Nevertheless, to iMke these
devices useful in a dynamic environment required that
input and output buffers and I/O sequences be conpletely
dynamic. An actenpt has been made to generalize the

input/output operation In tlie only di<mcn<s£on by wMcli
real-time differs from batch or time-s1i3>.-<? ic. time.
Input/Output operations are characterized by -i device
address, a list, a time and a priority. The ti-mc is
specified in milliseconds after the start of -an AGS
pulse. The priority is one of four values representing
tlti> real time criticality of the operation and i-s v-vJ\
by the monitor to resolve conflicts in I/O requests.
fn particular the lowest priority causes tJic monitor i«<
Ignore the time and perform the operations as srvon ^
higher priority requests permit.
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(tin- litrtlur cov,ji/< /ity xtau introduced to lnpruvv
tut' ft(Iclfiicy of ri|ii-4ic<-<l operations. A request tn
tlii' PDP-H Is divided into two operations. The first
step In an I/O operation is to define a COMUND LIST
which is transmitted to tlio FDP-8. This list is stored
until overwritten or explicitly deleted. The conmands
wit'tin a list may then be performed by transmuting an
EXECUTE LIST specifying a conraand list and a tine and
priority at which to execute it. More than one conmand
list may be executed as defined in one execute list or
the same command list nay be repeated at two or more
tines. On completion of tho operations specified in an
execute list, the PDP-10 is called and the service rou-
tine within tlii: PDP-10 schedules the calling job to run
again. Multiple (currently 4) user access to the POF>
8's ts provided to allow flexibility in the assigning
of devices to POP-8 channels.

Higher Level Organization

Presently a number of Fortran tine sharing pro-
grams have hrcn written which access machine data via
the system described. The Fortran interface to machine
data is quid- convenient and allows programs to be
written without concern for the real-time aspects of
data acquisition. When the execute list has been trans-
mitted to the PDP-8, the program can issue an Input
request and pass into an I/O wait state, or preferably
suspend until awakened by the completion of the re-
quested operations.

Operations within the PDP-8 are currently restrict-
ed to a single AGS pulse with longer time scale operat-
ions integrated in the PDP-10. Design is now proceeding
on a system to provide file organized data and operat-
ions control for major areas of the mchinr from a
single operations console. It is planned that an oper-
ator will maintain general control of machine operations
with additional diagnostic activities and studies con-
ducted from other terminals.

System Extension

The present system allows operations initiated
by the PDP-10 and completed in the peripheral processor
during one ACS pulse. It is envisaged that some re-
petitive functions in the machine will be allowed by
repeating operations within the POP-8 from pulse to
pulse. Such tasks might include function generation,
elementary monitoring functions* etc. They would be
initiated by a program in the PDP-10 and would notify
the program of problems beyond the elementary level.
They could be coded to continue if the PDP-10 stopped.
It is not planned to extend the POP-8 capabilities
appreciably beyong this level to avoid placing restrict-
ions on the access and decision making functions. How-
ever, some extension of the list processing facilities
will be required to interface the PDP-8 monitor to some
non-standard devices in existing machine equipment.
This will be done by defining additional list formats.

Hardware

The control system equipment which connects the
PDP-BE's to controlled devices Is called collectively
DATACON2. The basic data transmission scheme is a
transformer coupled phase encoded bipolar signal on a
single co-.ixi.il line. Each transmission consists of a
Crane pulse followed l<y a key bit, 32 data bits and a
parity chock bit sent to devices. The data is self-
clocked. An .iddtessed device responds, after some de-
lay allowed for internal processing, with a similar
pattern hut phusc reversed to distinguish a reply frosi
a message. Ronote devices contain high impedance re-

ceiver* ill wblcb 100 nay be brldiji-d <ti> tin- litv. 5"-
|ic4itcr« Mti- required every 2000 feet anil allow uli<
number of receiver* to be increased to tin- ad<Jr«".;.in»',
Unit of £56 stations per line. Signal details -ire
given in Fig. 2.
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The single line technique minimizes hardware and
cabling while giving a data rate of 600K bits/s uhicli
is a good natch to an interrupt driven I/O service
routine in the PDP-8E. The frame pulse server as a
"clear and initialize" to all receivers. The lkc>y 8)1:
which is always logical one indicates cwnpletloji oC
a transmission when it reaches the end of a shift rc-
glsttr. The parity bit is used for conventional data
checking. The system provides for a suitable signalling
rate with high noise isMinity and excellent isolation.

The same transmission technique lias been adapti-d
to couple the PDP-10 to PDP-8 computers. Twu 'bi-
directional lines are used to provide full duplex
transmissions with interrupt response control. TTL
pulse trains are used for distances up to a fi-w la-et.
Beyond this distance the phase encoded form it i« adopt-
ed using the drivers and receivers developed fur tin-
device control system.

The general purpose remote receiver is capable
of communicating with up to 64 device controllers.
As distinct from other systems using fast parallel
data transmission at remote locations am) serial trans-
mission between locations, the 0ATACON2 system uses
serial traeiKsission throughout. The remote r
functions to perform some system overhead of
decoding, parity checking, etc., to convert the phase
encoded signal to TTL levels and to generate a clock
signal. The data is then transmitted, still as a
serial train, eo the device control cards where it is
clocked into shift register*. After a few microseconds
for settling an ACCEPT pulse is generated. The address-
ed device, which lies at the intersection of two lines
generated by two 3 bit to B line decoders in the remote
receiver, processes data and returns a REPLY pulse.
Hie "crate controller" then genarates a XEPLY CLOCK
and strobes data Ifrem the device cards, converts it
to phase encoded form and transmits it on the line.
This approach, while not fully bussed within a reroute
crate, minimizes the intercard wiring and is almost
free of eross talk problems. A non-trivial checkout



of the sitiul schcnw Is eltat very feu lines
need lie checked to identify a problem.

This sy-itcn is m;c-c) as a general purpoie means
of flcvlvt- control ami monitoring. For some large
power supplier;; wlicr<' scrlauit noise problem* and Iso-
lation requirements were rncountcrcd, a dedicated re-
ceiver approach In which the only external connection
is via the coupling transformer has been developed.
Excellent isolation is achieved allowing control volt-
ages and monitored signals to be referenced to the
local ground.

About a dozen standard device control nodules
have been developed for the conmon applications of
self-contained device control and subsystem. Ifcese
Include power supply controllers, predetermined tlnera,
sealers, and stepping motor controllers. The standard
devices also include eo-called syiten components, A/D
converter and multiplexers. Which permit monitoring
of analog signals either associated vlth controlled
equipment or independently generated.

All monitoring within the system Is performed on
a polling basis. Extension to Interrupt operation
would be straightforward utilizing a second co-axtal
line but has not been found useful at this point.
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